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NEW -- for the FIRST time (for women) your guide to healing the constant tight chronic pain of

fibromyalgia in your back and hips while finding out how to regain your health, regain your body,

regain your proper weight, and get relief.Â Have you been give the DREADED "F-word" diagnosis

(that most women HATE to hear)?Wondering why you? Why the fibromyalgia? Why the pain? Why

the insomnia? Why the fatigue?If you seem to have the trials of Job in the Old Testament, and just

hate each day, and feel like you can't continue on another then this book is for you. In Real

Fibromyalgia Rx, Dr. Purser explains how the pituitary is the root cause for those suffering from

fibromyalgia, chronic pain, chronic fatigue syndrome, and even (YES!) interstitial cystitis.Are you

wondering how your joints hurt so bad? Why your muscles up between your shoulder blades ache

and seem so tense? Why you have sometimes HORRBILE insomnia and yet are exhausted all the

time? Wondering why the gut and digestive problems torture you? Why do you suffer from the weird

heart palpitations (what other doctor mentions THAT too?)? Why the bladder problems (SEVERE in

ICS -- some of you know I'm talking to YOU)? Why the muscle wasting? On and on and on...it never

seems to end.For women OR men (yes, they can get all of this too), Dr. Purser, who's done pituitary

endocrinology research for a number of years explains (along with the medical literature) HOW you

don't have the bad luck of having a bunch of disparate distinct problems but instead you have just

one.This is a guide to understanding what the research says about the pituitary, your hormones,

menopause, pain, and proper careful hormone replacement therapy. This is a perfect tool to help

you find a doctor near you who knows and to take charge of your body and start feeling healthy,

happy, and pain-free again! Buy one quick and GET HEALING!!!Do wonder why you suffer from

these? And what follows make sense?Muscle wasting/No Libido/Fatigue -- could these all be of

unknown cause or from low testosterone?Hot Flashes/Night Sweats/Migraines/Osteoporosis -- all

from unknown causes or low progesterone?Cold hands and feet/Exhaustion/Weight Gain/Hair Loss

-- all a "magic curse" or low thyroid?Bad Osteoporosis/Coronary Artery Disease/Wrinkles -- again a

mystery or from low estrogen?Horrible Insomnia/Chronic Fatigue/Muscles that won't heal -- from a

virus or from somatropin deficiency?ËƒËƒËƒ See The Evidence That This is Really ALL From

Undiagnosed Pituitary Dysfunction/Damage/Loss!!!Hundreds of articles referenced and detailed --

no stone left unturned. See why you suffer the way you do, and how to unwind it all!ËƒËƒËƒ See

and understand for the FIRS Time why your ovaries have failed prematurely and what that REALLY

means!Put copy here to support the headline above it.ËƒËƒËƒ Find Out Why WHEN You Hit

Menopause Things Got REALLY BAD!!! (The DREADED "DOUBLE WHAMMY")Put copy here to

support the headline above it.Scroll up and grab a copy today.
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I want to shout this from the rooftops -- "Fibromyalgia is PITUITARY DYSFUNCTION! DOCTORS

SHOULD KNOW YOUR DIAGNOSIS!"It's driven me crazy over the last ten years that the diagnosis

of fibromyalgia (which has NO set diagnostic criteria!!) is often made when it's really JUST pituitary

dysfunction (damaged pituitary) and all that means.Â Fifty (50)Â years ago this diagnosis would

have been made -- when doctors KNEW how to use their stethoscopes, their wits,Â and their brains

to make PROPER diagnosis. This problem now occurs because of the facts that 1) there are very

few PITUITARY endocrinologists (true gods of medicine)Â in the world (maybe 10 in the USA), and

2) all the other endocrinologists out there are "below-the-neck" and just not "hard educated" in

pituitary care, and 3) big pharma has taken advantage of this ignorance in the medical community

and filled the hole with various medicines (actually designed to give untreated pituitary patients) that

comfort and relief UNTIL they can get properly diagnosed. Trouble is NO ONE ever gets the rest of

the diagnosisÂ -- your pituitary is hammered!So I look at the literature and the research and show

you how to deal with this properly. If it's YOU with the "fibromyalgia" (is that even a real diagnosis?),

then I guide you in how to get treated as properly as you can for your pituitary dysfunction and get

relief and therapy as best you can in manner most beneficial to you.Â Good luck and know my

prayers are with you.

Have you been given that dreaded "fibromyalgia" diagnosis?Dr. Purser references and shows you



in the literature WHY your diagnosis is REALLY pituitary dysfunction (maybe even

panhypopituitarism).Learn WHAT'S really happening with your body -- find out how you damaged

your pituitary.Learn WHY you are so tired all the time (CFS).LearnÂ WHY your hands and feet are

so cold!Learn WHY you can't sleep or rest and so fatigued all the time!Learn WHY you have those

weird heart palpitations.Learn WHY you have IBS and other gut and digestive issues.Learn WHY

you have trigger points and what the literature REALLY says about these.Learn how to seek proper

therapy and what it is...Learn how toÂ LIVE AGAINÂ and get off those anti-depressants and pain

meds, and how to take your kids to that theme park (in Anaheim) again.

I would love to get the chance to go see Dr. Purser, but... I love the books.I do not have fibro, but I

have a lot of friends who do. A lot of friends with all manners of endocrine disruption (me included,

but working on that). I think his work is so important because it highlights why we need to take very

good care of our endocrine system. Why our endocrine system can wreak havoc with our bodies. I

know I went through chronic stress after the birth of my daughter, now. This lead to adrenal fatigue,

which lead to hypothyroidism.... and on and on. It is a journey to heal yourself, but I think everyone

can heal themselves to a point they function wonderfully on a day to day basis and are happy again.

Living life.This book sheds a lot of light on what pituitary damage can do. Not in this book, but I have

read birthing can even cause this damage. Think how many times you have hit your head, had

whiplash from an accident, etc. It doesn't take much.I appreciate his book going into causes, tests

and treatments. He describes all of this in great detail, and I did not find it over my head (granted I

have a Biology/microbiology degree, but he does a wonderful job of explaining everything).Now I am

on to reading his progesterone book!Thank you so much Dr. Purser!

I have suffered the symptoms of Fibromyalgia for 20 years. Reading your book is like solving a

mystery.As I am reading; and thinking back to when my symptoms started it all makes sense to me.

There a 3 different incidences when I could have damaged my pituitary. Thank you so much for

helping those of us who have suffered for so long! Young Living and you books are changing my

life.

I can't really recommend this book, mostly because its impossible to find what you're looking for.

Unbelievably, it has no page numbers! There's an index but no way to tie it back to the contents.

What a bizarre mistake to make. And, since it's self-published, its the author's error.



I didn't mind how technical this book got. I was happy to read such in depth information on FM. I

have been shouting from the rooftops that hormones are part of the problem, but doctors were not

listening. I am pushing forward again, but having difficulties getting an Endocrinologist to see me,

even with a referal from Lahey Hospital in Massachusetts! Great work by this M.D. Thank you!

I appreciate how Dr. Purser encapsulated the brief history and the medical establishments modern

ideas of Fibromyalgia and its causes. He has easily broken it down for the lay person to understand

and digest. With so much information that leads to no real quantifiable diagnosis, Dr. Purser has cut

through the chafe to the common denominator and pointed to a direction that will actually help

individuals in dealing with this disease. I highly recommend reading if you have or know others who

have been diagnosed with Fibromyalgia.

I was fortunate enough to see Dr. Purser in action last weekend and then buy this book for my

Kindle. The book is an excellent guide and answers so many questions. It clears up questions on

many issues for so many people in my life. Thank you Dr. Purser for doing what you do for all of us!

It had a lot of good information, but was poorly arranged, edited, had conflicting advice, no page

numbers, etc. It cannot compare favorably to the writings of Jacob Teitelbaum, MD. It's like this was

left in a final draft form.

Another great book from Dan Purser.
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